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Mind Space Conferences is a platform that brings together various groups in society, such as
Scholars and people from the scientific study & research community. It also serves students
who are looking to learn more about science while being exposed at an early age to cutting-

edge technology advances so they can be future innovators!
With our platform, Participants can expose their research in organized events for a global

audience. You choose the topics of your seminars or conferences; we handle all aspects with
accredited speakers on behalf of stakeholders who want their research publicized through this

medium!
Our agile technology enables subscribers from diverse backgrounds such as subject matter

experts (SMEs), researchers, etc., across many disciplines at any given time – academia works
perfectly alongside industry too.

The participants will be able to share their thoughts and challenges with other peers, and
brainstorm new ideas for innovation in any domain of interest. These sessions also help refresh
memories by taking back years’ worth of research inputs from previous topics discussed which

can lead one towards figuring out what’s next on the list! The engaging conversations may
challenge people’s opinions about current market trends as well provide insights into future

market innovations expected within both business communities or specific industries.”
We at Mind Space this intelligent behaviour through our events which connect present-day

problems with insights from expert researchers whose research
With a vision to create better worlds, we at Mind Space believe in connecting the present with
the future. We provide insights on various topics including trends and challenges that may face

our society today as well solutions for these problems through research studies by experts
across various fields–allowing them not only to share what they know but also to work

together towards finding new ways of tackling issues faced globally or locally!
It is a privilege to be able to connect with other like-minded individuals and share ideas that
can positively impact the world we live in today. intellectual forums have been an important

channel for research findings, innovations as well accountability between practitioners from all
around the globe!

For decades now, we have seen Scientific seminars and conferences of the learned society help
bring research findings to practitioners across this world. These gatherings provide an

important channel for exchange between these individuals who work hard every day making
changes within their own communities or countries as well as providing them accountability

when it comes time to share what they’ve learned with others in similar fields so that together
everyone can make more informed decisions about how best go forth into improving our lives

today!
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CONFERENCE : 

         CPD 
CPD (Continuing Professional 

Development) Certificate will be 
issued at the conference venue.

Participation certificate will be 
provided at conference venue 
soft copies upon prior request.

CERTIFICATE

     TRAVEL
We are delighted to sponsor 

all Speakers with a 25% 
travel subsidy (airfare).

We are delighted to sponsor 
1-night accommodation 

with meals and refreshments 
for all Speakers.

ACCOMMODATION



SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS : 

 1.  Cell Biology
2.   Molecular Biology
3.   Biomolecules 
4.   Stem Cell Research
5.   Chemical Biology
6.   Tissue Culture
7.   Bacterial Cell
8.   Cellular and Gene 
      Therapy
9.   Plant Molecular
10. Molecular Medicine
11. RNA
12. Microbial Cell
13. Gene Expression and                     
      Regulation
14. Blood Cells
15. Cell Wall
16. Tumour cell science
17.  DNA

DAY 1
18.  Developmental Biology
19.  Structural Biology   
20 . Stem Cell Drugs
21 . Regenerative Medicine 
22.  Cell Therapy
23.  Cell Science
24 . Mitochondria
25.  Cancer Cells
26.  Immunology and                                                                                     
       Immunotherapy
27.  Translational Medicine
28.  COVID-19

DAY 2

29.  Biochemistry
30 . Endoplasmic
       Reticulum
31.  Cell Physiology
32.  Cell Membrane 
33.  Genomics
34.  Cell Injury

DAY 3



CONFERENCE VENUE

Colosseum
 

St. Peter Balisica
 

Spanish Steps Roman Forum

Hilton Rome Airport
 
 

Address : Via Arturo Ferrarin, 
2, 00054 Fiumicino RM,  

Italy
 



CONTACT  US

Fitzroy Street, Fitzrovia, London, W1t 6EB,
UK

cellscience@mindspaceconferences.uk

+44 – 01618188385

https://mindspaceconferences.com/cellscience/

♥ Anticipating Your Presence ♥


